KELLIE PICKLER, TYLER HYNES AND PATRICK DUFFY STAR IN
‘THE MISTLETOE SECRET’
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING NOVEMBER 10, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
Part of the Network’s Annual “Countdown to Christmas” Programming Event,
Celebrating its 10th Anniversary in 2019
STUDIO CITY, CA – September 16, 2019 – Kellie Pickler (“Pickler & Ben,” “Wedding at
Graceland”), Tyler Hynes (“UnREAL”) and Patrick Duffy (“Dallas,” “Step by Step”) star in “The
Mistletoe Secret,” a new, original movie premiering Sunday, November 10 (8 p.m. ET/PT),
on Hallmark Channel as part of the network’s beloved, number one-rated programming event,
“Countdown to Christmas,” which celebrates its 10th anniversary this year. Hallmark Channel is
historically the #1 television network in all of Q4.
When Aria Eubank (Pickler) convinces a famous travel writer Sterling Masters (Christopher
Russell, “Van Helsing”) to do a feature story on her beloved hometown, Midway, Utah, it looks
like the town’s catastrophic drop in holiday tourism is about to be reversed. However, when the
travel guru and his ghostwriter both show up in Midway, Aria finds her heart torn between the
charismatic but pompous TV host, and Alex Barlett (Hynes), the secret talent behind “Masters of
Travel,” and the man who has genuinely fallen for her. Midway enjoys its best and most profitable
holiday season in years, but when Aria learns that she and the whole town have been deceived,
it seems that her hope of finding her forever “Mistletoe Man” will vanish like Santa’s sleigh on
Christmas Eve.
“The Mistletoe Secret” is produced by Novus Ordo Seclorum Entertainment in association
with Johnson Production Group. Navid Soofi serves as producer. Terry Ingram directed from a
script by Michael Nourse, Rickie Castaneda and Megan Hocking, based on the novel by Richard
Paul Evans.
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